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carlson survce allows you to send data to the
website of your choice using the provided id and
password. you have the ability to then access the

data directly on that website. it gives you this ability
without any need for an account. survce 2020

comes with the ability to send data to the website of
your choice using the provided id and password. you
have the ability to then access the data directly on
that website. it gives you this ability without any
need for an account. survce 2020 allows you to

select and define which surveys you want to be able
to automatically poll for data while you are not
connected. by default when you run survce the

selected surveys will auto poll for data while you are
not connected. you can change this behaviour by

setting up the survey to auto poll data upon
connection, before connection, and after

connection. zedstrip is a device programming
software application for android based tablets and
smartphones. there are three versions available:
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simple version that can be installed on any android
based device with usb drive capability advanced

version for pro tablets rnd version (robotic
networked data collection) which will let you control
a robot and an array of sensors (distance sensors,

cameras etc). argus family delivers improved
accuracy and a higher precision as compared with

the original version. with a large number of
improvements, the user will have a better

understanding and usage experience. argus
enhanced integrates all argus’ latest hardware

(antenna, accelerometer, gps, accelorometer and
gyroscope) and software (navigation, antenna

calibration, geo-location, network features) that
enables full functionality of the product and brings

to the users a better navigation experience. the
latest argus family is designed to be the most

accurate antenna-free navigation ever developed.
with advanced features like geo-location, a-gps

(with optional network features), rvnet (the outdoor
wireless network server), network indoor/outdoor,

network wi-fi, network bluetooth, network gps,
network gis, network, managed and personalized

routes, network off-grid, network field service,
network mapping, network limitations, network

costing, etc. the argus family is the combination of
argus technology and professional experience is the

standard that argus develops after.
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to access the latest features, you need the latest
carlson survce data collector software. the latest

version of this data collector software can be
downloaded from the following link: carlson survce
software. carlson survce software is a robust, easy-
to-use windows ce data management and tracking
tool designed to work with the latest gps/gnss and
other surveying/field instrumentation. it integrates
directly with many popular gps devices, including
the ms-series, and is compatible with a variety of

file formats. if you are having issues with the
bluetooth b icon disappearing from the bottom-right

system tray, bluetooth devices not staying
connected to survce (frequently dropping

connection), the name of the bluetooth device
continuously disappearing from the bluetooth

devices window in survce (requiring you to again
bond with the device each time), or the bluetooth

device name is in the bluetooth devices window but
you cannot connect to it, then you may need to set
the allegro to factory defaults. loading the socket
bluetooth 6.3.17 drivers can prevent such issues
from occurring in the future, but do not resolve

issues that are already occurring unless installed
after setting the allegro to factory defaults and
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before again using the bluetooth devices screen in
survce to bond with the bluetooth device.

suggestion: if survce crashes from time to time,
install the service pack for survce. you may need to

uninstall the previous version and install the new
version. i guess there is no danger of this unless you
uninstall the previous version manually. 5ec8ef588b
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